
EXT - GEYER HOME - DAY

The sound of sirens brings us to a suburban home, completely 
ablaze. Flames pour out of each orifice. FIREFIGHTERS are on 
the scene, streaming in and out of the door, ladders are being 
set up, water fed from hydrants to powerful hoses. The fire, 
however, rages on unfettered. 

There is a semicircle of curious and horrified ONLOOKERS 
forming a perimeter on the street, whispering to each other in 
hushed tones. 

Several of them look over to a car speeding towards them. A 
few recognise the car and the driver, the others hustle to get 
out of the road in case the car doesn’t stop, which it does at 
the last possible moment. 

Out jumps FRANK P. GEYER, 53, and runs towards the house. He 
is in a state of shock, this is the single worst day of his 
life. 

GEYER
MARTHA! Oh, God, ESTHER! MARTHA!

He dashes towards the entrance, as if he doesn’t even see the 
fire. He’s stopped by a LIEUTENANT FIREFIGHTER.

LIEUTENANT
Woah, you can’t go in there.

Geyer tries to push past him, still rushing towards the 
entrance despite the Lieutenant’s attempts to physically 
restrain him. 

GEYER
My family is in there! Goddamn it, 
LET ME GO!

LIEUTENANT
I’m sorry sir, we’re doing 
everything we can.

The lieutenant is not able to hold Geyer back, who gets loose 
and sprints towards the front door, completely disregarding 
his own safety. 

INT. HALL OF THE GEYER HOME - DAY

The walls of the room are engulfed in flames. Geyer runs in, 
and looks around. Before him, the insides of the house are 
completely obscured by darkness and smoke. 

A nearby rack has several coats, most prominently that of a 
child. The colourful polyester fabric it’s made of is melting, 
drops of fire falling from it. Geyer is transfixed by the 
sight momentarily. 

Two firefighters step out of the smoke and grab him before he 
can react. Geyer kicks and screams and wails at them, but is 
dragged back outside. 
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The two firefighters drag Geyer away from the house as he 
continues to scream. 

GEYER
ESTHER! ESTHER!

They pin him down to his front lawn. 

FIREFIGHTER
You can’t go in there, sir. I’m 
sorry.

Geyer sobs openly, screaming at the fire which rages on before 
him. Other firefighters continue doing their jobs, while the 
two that caught Geyer stay on him to ensure he doesn’t run 
back in. 

FIREFIGHTER
So sorry...

The audience on the street doesn’t know what to do, but their 
curiosity beats out their compassion, and most stay to see how 
this would end. A few neighbours approach Geyer, and make an 
effort to comfort him, but he is oblivious. He can only 
struggle against his captors and scream.


